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Item/Model Number:
Lightsaber Magnetic LED Rechargeable Flashlight 

WS2512BK

LED Integrated  2W
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M4*30 SCREW

39.37'' Of USB wire
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FIXTURE

x1

MOUNTING BRACKET

x1

x2

x1
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1.Tips for use:
This product is exclusively for lighting purposes and:
-It must not be exposed to heavy mechanical loads or 
contamination;
-Do not install it in humid environment,anywhere with hot and

-Protection rating:IP20
-CRI>90

-Lumen lamp:90-100 lm
-Charge time:5 h

-Color temperature:3000 K

-Working time:8 h

2.Technical data of the lamp:
-Power:2 W

please charging before using while unused more than two 
months.

-ChargeVolt:DC 5 V

cold gas entrance/exit,or under strong light,otherwise it 
wil!affect

-All metal and plastic surfaces should be cleaned with a soft dry 
cloth;

the sensitivity or shorten the induction distance.
-We suggest to storage with 40-60%power for long time unused.

Light-sensitive sensor module: ambient brightness 
L>=10LUX, the lamp can not be activated

Auto-sensitive lighting 
module (infrared sensor + 
Fresnel lens, not sensing 
during the day)When people 
come over, it will become 
bright, human body sensing 
trigger distance>4 
meters.When people go away, 
the light will turn off, after 15S 
continuous light 
automatically turn off the  
light.
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-USB wire(Type C):INPUT/OUTPUT 5Vdc-1A;cavo USB 1 Mt.
-Charger:INPUT AC100-240V 50/60Hz;OUTPUT 5Vdc-1A.

3.Battery charger technical data:

periods,it is advisable to regularly charge/discharge the product.

-The versions with a metal leaf finish are handmade and protected by a clear varnish.We recommend 
cleaning using only a soft,dry cloth.The use of

Please refer to local laws for the proper disposal and recycling of the battery.

aggressive cleaning agents or abrasive cloths,and any accidental knocks,may damage the delicate leaf 
finish.

4.Important:

-The battery has an overload protection function.
To preserve the integrity of the battery,we recommend keeping the charge between minimum 20%and 
maximum 80%;if the lamp is not used for long

Charging Indicator: When 
charging, the red light is on; after 
fully charged, the red light is off.

Constant light mode Auto-sensing mode

INPUT  5Vdc-1A
USB (Type C)
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